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ABSTRACT
Materialized view selection is a critical problem in many applications such as query processing, data warehousing, distributed and semantic web databases, etc. We refer to the problem of selecting an appropriate set of materialized views as the view selection problem. Many different view selection methods have been proposed in the literature to address this issue. The present paper provides a survey of view selection methods. It defines a framework for highlighting the view selection problem by identifying the main dimensions that are the basis in the classification of view selection methods. Based on this classification, this study reviews most of the view selection methods by identifying respective potentials and limits.

1. INTRODUCTION
The view selection issue has been investigated in several contexts: query optimization, warehouse design, data placement in a distributed setting, web databases, etc. Many diverse solutions to the view selection problem have been proposed and analyzed through surveys [13, 21, 32]. The survey [21] concentrates on methods of finding a rewriting of a query using a set of materialized views. The study presented in [32] focuses on the state of the art in materialization for web databases. A critical analysis of methodologies for selecting materialized views in data warehousing is provided in [13]. However, none of the above mentioned surveys provides a classification of view selection approaches in order to identify their advantages and disadvantages. Our survey fills this gap.

This paper aims at studying the view selection in relational databases and data warehouses as well as in a distributed setting. First, we define a framework for highlighting the view selection problem. Thus, we present a classification of view selection methods based on the main view selection dimensions that we have identified. This study also reviews existing view selection methods by identifying respective potentials and limits.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some definitions. Section 3 identifies the main view selection dimensions along which view selection methods can be classified. Section 4 presents a critical survey of existing view selection methods. Section 5 contains the conclusion and discusses open issues.

2. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

2.1 Preliminaries
Here, we introduce the main notions used in this paper and related to the view selection context.

View: A view is a derived relation, defined by a query in terms of base relations and/or other views.

Materialized View: A view is said to be materialized if its query result is persistently stored otherwise it is said to be virtual. We refer to a set of selected views to materialize as a set of materialized views.

Workload: A workload or a query workload is a given set of queries $Q = \{Q_1, Q_2, \cdots, Q_q\}$. Each query $Q_i$ has an associated non-negative weight $f_{Q_i}$ which describes the query frequency. The set of materialized views is dependent on the query workload. In a distributed scenario, the queries are executed on different computer nodes. Each computer node has an associated query workload.

View Selection: Given a database schema and a query workload, the objective is to select an appropriate set of materialized views to improve query performance. The process of selecting a set of materialized views is known as view selection.

View Maintenance: Whenever a base relation is changed, the materialized views built on it have to be updated in order to compute up-to-date query results. The process of updating a materialized view is known as view maintenance. Different maintenance policies (deferred or immediate) and maintenance strategies (incremental or rematerialization)
2.2 Problem Definition

The use of materialized views is a common technique to reduce query response time [6]. Indeed, materializing an appropriate set of views and answering queries using these views can significantly speed up the query processing since the access to materialized views can be much faster than recomputing the views. Therefore, materializing all the input queries can achieve the lowest query processing cost but the highest view maintenance cost since materialized views have to be maintained in order to keep them consistent with the data at sources. Besides, the query result can be too large to fit in the available storage space. Hence, there is a need for selecting a set of views to materialize by taking into account three important parameters: query processing cost, view maintenance cost and storage space. The problem of choosing which views to materialize which have a desirable balance among the three costs is known as the view selection problem. This is one of the most challenging problems in data warehousing [50] and it is known to be a NP-complete problem [26]. In a distributed environment consisting of many heterogeneous nodes with different resource constraints, the distributed view selection problem is that which view has to be materialized at which node of the network. The view selection problem in a distributed case is much more difficult than the view selection problem in a central case because of the immense challenges associated to distributed settings [16] (i.e., data granularity, degrees of replication, heterogeneity of information sources, etc.).

Problem Formulation: The problem of view selection can be formulated as follows. Given a database schema \( R = \{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_r\} \), a query workload \( Q = \{Q_1, Q_2, \ldots, Q_q\} \) defined over \( R \), the problem is to select an appropriate set of materialized views \( M = \{V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_m\} \) such that the query workload is answered with the lowest cost under a limited amount of resources, e.g., storage space and/or view maintenance cost.

The view selection problem in a distributed context consisting of a set of nodes \( N = \{N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_n\} \) in which each node has an associated query workload, is to choose a set of views \( M = \{V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_m\} \) and a set of nodes \( N_e \subseteq N \) at which \( M \) should be materialized. The distributed view selection is designed so that the full query workload is answered with the lowest cost subject to resource constraints. Resources may be storage space per node, view maintenance cost, communication costs or a combination of them.

2.3 Cost Model

The cost model is an important issue for the view selection process [9]. The main objective in view selection problem is the minimization of the weighted query processing cost, defined by the formula:

\[
\text{QueryProcessingCost} = \sum_{Q_i \in Q} f_{Q_i} * Qc(Q_i, M)
\]

where \( f_{Q_i} \) is the query frequency of the query \( Q_i \), and \( Qc(Q_i, M) \) is the processing cost corresponding to \( Q_i \) given a set of materialized views \( M \).

Because materialized views have to be kept up to date, the view maintenance cost has to be considered. This cost is weighted by the update frequency indicating the frequency of updating materialized views. The view maintenance cost is computed as follows:

\[
\text{ViewMaintenanceCost} = \sum_{V_i \in M} f_u(V_i) * Mc(V_i, M)
\]

where \( f_u(V_i) \) is the update frequency of the view \( V_i \) and \( Mc(V_i, M) \) is the maintenance cost of \( V_i \) given a set of materialized views \( M \).

The cost model is extended for distributed setting by taking into account the communication cost which is the cost for transferring data from its origin to the node that initiated the query. Given a query \( Q_i \) which is asked at a node \( N_j \) and denoting by \( V_k \) a view used to answer \( Q_i \), the communication cost is zero if \( V_k \) is materialized at \( N_j \). Otherwise, let \( N_l \) be the node containing \( V_k \), then the communication cost for transferring \( V_k \) from \( N_l \) to \( N_j \) is:

\[
\text{CommunicationCost}_{(V_k, N_l \rightarrow N_j)} = C_{N_j, N_l} * \text{size}(V_k)
\]

where \( C_{N_j, N_l} \) is the network transmission cost per unit of data transferred between \( N_j \) and \( N_l \) and \( \text{size}(V_k) \) is the size of the view \( V_k \).

2.4 Static View Selection vs. Dynamic View Selection

A static view selection approach is based on a given workload and chooses accordingly the set of views to materialize. Whereas, in a dynamic view selection approach, the view selection is applied as a query arrives. Therefore, the workload is built incrementally and changes over time. Because the view selection has to be in synchronization with the workload, any change to the workload should be reflected to the view selection as well. Indeed, in a system of a dynamic nature [4, 5, 29], the set of
materialized views can be changed over time and replaced with more beneficial views in case of changing the query workload. In order to reduce view maintenance cost and storage space requirements, [57] aims at materializing the most frequently accessed tuples of the view rather than materializing all tuples of the view. The set of materialized tuples can be changed dynamically as the queries change, either manually or automatically by an internal cache manager using a feedback loop. However, the task of monitoring constantly the query pattern and periodically recalibrating the materialized views is rather complicated and time consuming especially in large data warehouse where many users with different profiles submit their queries.

A dynamic view selection is often referred to as view caching. With caching, the cache is initially empty and data are inserted or deleted from the cache during the query processing. Materialization could be performed even if no queries have been processed and materialized views have to be updated in response of changes on the base relations. A detailed comparison of these two techniques is given in [27]. Traditional caching approaches aim at caching the results of queries, in other words to cache views. Another alternative is to cache only a part of a view. Indeed, a chunk based scheme has been introduced in [12] for fine granularity caching. Chunk based caching allows caching of only few, frequently used tuples of views. To facilitate the computation of chunks required by a query but not found in the cache, a new organization for base relations has been proposed which they called a chunked file. Caching has been adopted in data warehousing [43], distributed databases [28] and peer to peer systems [25]. Dynamic view indexing has also been considered in [44]. In this paper, we focus only on static view selection methods because most of existing view selection approaches are of static nature.

3. VIEW SELECTION DIMENSIONS

In order to identify the advantages and disadvantages of view selection methods, we propose two main dimensions along with they can be classified: (i) Frameworks; and (ii) Resource Constraints.

3.1 Frameworks

Generally, approaches to the view selection problem consist of two main steps. The first step identifies the candidate views which are promising for materialization. Techniques based on mutliquery DAG, syntactical analysis of the workload or query rewriting have been used to obtain the candidate views. Based on the set of candidate views, the second step selects the set of views to materialize under the resource constraints and by applying heuristic algorithms.

3.1.1 Multiquery DAG

Most of the proposed view selection methods operate on query execution plans. The plans can be derived from multiple query optimization techniques or by merging multiple query plans. The main interest of such techniques relies in detecting common sub-expressions between the different queries of workload and capturing the dependencies among them. This feature can be exploited for sharing updates and storage space. The dependence relation on queries (or views) has been represented by using a directed acyclic graph also called a DAG. However, these methods require optimizer calls which can be expensive in complex scenarios.

The most commonly used DAGs in literature are:

**AND/OR View Graph:** The union of all possible execution plans of each query forms an AND/OR view graph [40]. The AND/OR view graph described by Roy [42] is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) composed of two types of nodes: Operation nodes and Equivalence nodes. Each operation node represents an algebraic expression (Select-Project-Join) with possible aggregate function. An equivalence node represents a set of logical expressions that are equivalent (i.e., that yield the same result). The operation nodes have only equivalence nodes as

![Figure 1: The AND-OR view graph of the two queries $Q_1$ and $Q_2$.](image-url)
children and equivalence nodes have only operation nodes as children. The root nodes are the query results and the leaf nodes represent the base relations. A sample AND-OR view graph is shown in figure 1. Circles represent operation nodes (Op-Nodes) and boxes represent equivalence nodes (Eq-Nodes). For example, in figure 1, view $V_1$ corresponding to a single query $Q_1$, can be computed from $V_6$ and $V_3$ or $R_1$ and $V_4$. If there is only one way to answer or update a given query, the graph becomes an AND view graph. In the data cube which is a specific model of a data warehouse, the AND-OR view graph is an OR view graph, as for each view there are zero or more ways to construct it from other views, but each way involves only one other view [19]. In other words, an OR view graph is an AND-OR view graph in which any node is an equivalence node that can be computed from any one of its children.

**Multi-View Processing Plan (MVPP):** The MVPP defined by Yang et al [52] is a directed acyclic graph in which the root nodes are the queries, the leaf nodes are the base relations and all other intermediate nodes are selection, projection, join or aggregation views that contribute to the construction of a given query. The MVPP is obtained after merging into a single plan either individual optimal query plans (similar to the AND view graph) or all possible plans for each query (similar to the AND-OR view graph). The difference between the MVPP representation and the AND-OR view graph or the AND view graph representation is that all intermediate nodes in the MVPP represent operation nodes. A sample MVPP is shown in figure 2.

**Data Cube Lattice:** Harinarayan and al [22] propose modeling data in multiple dimensions. It is built from the queries involved in the data warehouse application, e.g., OLAP-style queries. The Data Cube Lattice is a DAG whose nodes represent queries (or views) which are characterized by the attributes of the Group by clause. The edges denote the derivability relation between views. That is, if there is a path from view $V_i$ to a view $V_j$ (see figure 3), then grouping attributes on $V_j$ can be calculated from grouping attributes on $V_i$. The node labeled none corresponds to an empty set of group-by attributes (tuples are not grouped). The benefit of this representation is that a query can be used to answer or update another query. An extension of the data cube lattice in order to adapt it to a distributed case was proposed in [3, 53]. Indeed, the cube has been modified by adding edges that mark the derivation relationship between views on different computer nodes.

![Figure 2: The MVPP of the two queries $Q_1$ and $Q_2$.](image)

![Figure 3: Sample Data Cube Lattice for eight views.](image)

### 3.1.2 Query Rewriting

Query rewriting based approaches not only compute the set of materialized views but also find a complete rewriting of the queries over it. Here, the input to the view selection is not a multiquery DAG but the query definitions. The view selection problem is modeled as a state search problem using a set of transformation rules. These rules detect and exploit common subexpressions between the queries of the workload and guarantee that all the queries can be answered using exclusively the materialized views. Query rewriting based approaches not only compute the set of materialized views but also find a complete rewriting of the queries over it. Nevertheless, the completeness of the transformation rules may make the complexity of state space search strategies exponential.

### 3.1.3 Syntactical Analysis of the Workload

Some view selection methods are based on syntactical analysis of the workload to identify candidate views. These approaches analyze the workload and pick a subset of relations from which to materialize one or more views, if only if has the potential to reduce the cost of the workload significantly. How-
ever, the search space for computing the optimal set of views to be materialized may be very large.

3.2 Resource Constraints

Resource constraints considered during the view selection can be taken into account when classifying view selection methods. There are three main models presented in literature: unbounded, space constrained and maintenance cost constrained.

3.2.1 Unbounded

In the unbounded setting, there is no limit on available resources (storage, computation etc.). Thus, the view selection problem consists in choosing a set of views to materialize that minimizes the query processing cost and the view maintenance cost. Formally thus, the problem is:

\[
\text{minimize } \left( \sum_{Q_i \in Q} f_{Q_i} \ast Qc(Q_i, M) + \sum_{V_i \in M} f_u(V_i) \ast Mc(V_i, M) \right)
\]

However, this approach may lead to two kinds of problems. First, sometimes the selected views may be too large to fit in the available space. Second, the cost of the view maintenance may offset the performance advantages provided by the view materialization.

3.2.2 Space Constrained

Due to the storage space limitation, materializing all views is not always possible. In this setting, a useful notion is that of a view benefit (or query benefit). This is defined as the reduction in the workload evaluation cost, that can be achieved by materializing this view. Also relevant in this context is the per-unit benefit, obtained by dividing the view benefit by its space occupancy. It has been shown [19] that the per-space unit benefit of a view can only decrease as more views are selected (monotonic property). The space constrained model minimizes the query processing cost plus the view maintenance cost under a space constraint.

\[
\text{minimize } \left( \sum_{Q_i \in Q} f_{Q_i} \ast Qc(Q_i, M) + \sum_{V_i \in M} f_u(V_i) \ast Mc(V_i, M) \right)
\]

under \( \sum_{V_i \in M} \text{size}(V_i) \leq S \)

where \( S \) is the storage space capacity.

3.2.3 Maintenance Cost Constrained

This model constrains the time that can be allotted to keep up to date the materialized views in response to updates on base relations. In the maintenance cost constrained model, the maintenance cost of a view may decrease with selection of other views for materialization. Therefore, the query benefit per unit of maintenance cost of a view can increase [20]. This non monotonic nature of maintenance cost makes the view selection problem more difficult. The maintenance cost constrained model minimizes the query processing cost subject to a maintenance cost constraint.

\[
\text{minimize } \left( \sum_{Q_i \in Q} f_{Q_i} \ast Qc(Q_i, M) \right)
\]

under \( \sum_{V_i \in M} f_u(V_i) \ast Mc(V_i, M) \leq U \)

where \( U \) is the view maintenance cost limit.

The models that we have presented in section 3.2 can be extended to the distributed setting by taking into account the distributed specific features (i.e., the communication cost between the computer nodes).

4. REVIEW OF VIEW SELECTION METHODS

In this section, we classify the view selection methods according to several dimensions characterizing their algorithms (i) resource constraints they consider during the view selection process and (ii) frameworks they use to obtain the candidate views (see figure 4). Based on this classification, we review most of the view selection methods. The best-known heuristic algorithms proposed in literature to solve the view selection problem, namely: deterministic algorithms, randomized algorithms, hybrid algorithms or constraint programming.

4.1 Deterministic Algorithms Based Methods

Much research work on view selection uses deterministic strategies to address the view selection problem. [41] is the first paper that provides a solution for materializing view indexes which can be seen as a special case of the materialized views. The solution is based on A* algorithm [37]. An exhaustive approach is also presented in [31, 39] for finding the best set of views to materialize. Nevertheless, an exhaustive search cannot compute the optimal solution in a reasonable time.

The authors in [22] present and analyze algorithms for view selection in case of OLAP-style queries. They provide a polynomial-time greedy algorithm to select a set of views to materialize that minimizes the query processing cost subject to a space constraint. However, this approach does not con-
The work in [51] is dealing with more general SQL queries which include select, project, join, and aggregation operations. A greedy algorithm has been designed to select a set of materialized views so that the combined query processing and view maintenance cost is minimized. However, the view maintenance cost has been overrated since the maintenance cost for a materialized view is the cost used for constructing this view. Besides, the view selection is done without any resource constraint.

A theoretical framework for the view selection problem in data warehousing setting has been developed in [19]. Their work provides a near-optimal exponential time greedy algorithm for the case of AND-OR view graph and near-optimal polynomial time greedy algorithm for the cases of AND view graph and OR view graph. This approach was extended in [20] to study the view selection under a maintenance cost constraint.

The authors in [42] demonstrate that using multi-query optimization techniques in conjunction with a greedy heuristic is practical and provides significant benefit. The greedy heuristic is used to iteratively pick from the AND-OR view graph the set of views to materialize that minimizes the query processing cost. This study was extended in [36] to consider how to optimize view maintenance cost. In addition to speed up the query workload by selecting materialized views, algorithms exploit common sub-expressions between view maintenance expressions to compute an efficient plan to the maintenance of the materialized views. However, the view selection has been studied without any resource constraint.

The view selection algorithm proposed in [2] is based on the notion of level in the query tree (each view of the query tree is associated to a level). In this approach, the view selection problem is studied under a space constraint and solved in two phases. The first phase depends on local optimization by...
taking each query and pre-selecting a set of views which reduce the query processing cost without increasing significantly the view maintenance cost. The second phase computes the cost for each level of the query graph and selects the one which has the minimal sum of query processing and view maintenance cost.

The view selection has been studied in [34, 45, 46, 47, 48] under the condition that the input queries can be answered using exclusively the materialized views. An exhaustive algorithm has been designed in [47] to select a set of materialized views while minimizing the combination of the query processing and view maintenance cost. This work was extended in [34] by developing greedy algorithms that expand only a small fraction of the states produced by the exhaustive algorithm. The view selection problem in [45, 46, 48] is addressed under a space constraint. However, their view selection algorithm is still in exponential time. A survey of work on answering queries using views can be found in [21].

The study in [1] is based on a syntactical analysis of the workload to address the problem of selecting both views and indexes to be materialized. This approach proceeds in three main steps. The first step analyses the workload and chooses subsets of base relations with a high impact on the query processing cost. Based on the base relations subsets, the second step identify syntactically relevant views and indexes that can potentially be materialized. In the third step, the system runs a greedy enumeration algorithm to pick a set of views and indexes to materialize based on the result of the second step by taking into account the space constraint. Nevertheless, this approach does not take into account the view maintenance cost.

The works published in [3, 53] address the view selection problem in a distributed data warehouse environment. An extension of the concept of a data cube lattice to capture the distributed semantics has been proposed. Moreover, they extend a greedy based selection algorithm for the distributed case. However, the cost model that they have used does not include the view maintenance cost. Furthermore, the network transmission costs are not considered which is very important in a distributed context. Indeed, the communication cost is computed only from the size of the query result.

The above methods take a deterministic approach either by exhaustive search or by some heuristics such as greedy. However, greedy search is subjected to the known caveats, i.e., sub-optimal solutions may be retained instead of the globally optimal one since initial solutions influence the solution greatly. As a result, many paradigms and programming techniques have been developed to improve the solutions of the view selection problem: randomized algorithms, hybrid algorithms and constraint programming which we describe in next subsection.

### 4.2 Randomized Algorithms Based Methods

Typical randomized algorithms are genetic [14] or use simulated annealing [30]. Genetic algorithms generate solutions using techniques inspired by the natural evolution process such as selection, mutation, and crossover. The search strategy for these algorithms is very similar to biological evolution. Genetic algorithms start with a random initial population and generate new populations by random crossover and mutation. The fittest individual found is the solution. The algorithms terminate as soon as there is no further improvement over a period.

A genetic algorithm has been used in [23, 55] in conjunction with the MVPP framework to solve the view selection problem. The materialized views have been selected according to their reduction in the combined query processing and view maintenance cost. However, because of the random characteristic of the genetic algorithm, some solutions can be infeasible. For example, in the maintenance cost constrained model, when a view is selected, the benefit will not only depend on the view itself but also on other views that are selected. One solution to this problem is to add a penalty value as part of the fitness function to ensure that infeasible solutions will be discarded. For instance, a penalty function has been applied in [33] which reduces the fitness each time the maintenance cost constraint is not satisfied. This approach minimizes the query processing cost given varying upper bounds on the view maintenance cost, assuming unlimited amount of storage space. In order to let the genetic algorithm converge faster, they represent the initial population as a favorable configuration based on external knowledge about the problem and its solution rather than a random sampling, i.e., the views with a high query frequency are most likely selected for materialization. However, the genetic algorithm may tend to get stuck at a poor local optimum fairly early. A solution was provided in [54] to avoid premature convergence and keep improving the solution by incorporating constraints into the algorithm through a stochastic ranking procedure where no penalty functions are used.

The study presented in [8] which is based on a syntactical analysis of the workload deals with the
distributed view selection problem. This approach consists of three main steps. The first one extends the base relations selection algorithm described in [1] for the distributed scenario. Based on the result of the first step and the similarity between queries, the second step generates the candidate views which are promising for materialization. In the third step a genetic algorithm is applied to select a set of materialized views and the nodes of the network on which they will be materialized that minimize the query processing and view maintenance cost. However, this approach does not take into account either the space constraint or the maintenance cost constraint.

The approaches proposed in [10, 11, 24] use simulated annealing algorithms to address the view selection problem. These algorithms are motivated by an analogy to annealing in solids. Simulated Annealing algorithms start with an initial configuration, generate new configurations by random walk along the different solutions of the solution space according to a cooling schedule and terminate as soon as no applicable ones exist or lose all the energy in the system.

Materialized views have been selected in [10] so that the combined query processing and view maintenance cost is minimized. The view selection problem is solved in [24] under the case where either the space constraint or the maintenance cost constraint is considered. Further, randomized search has been applied to solve two more issues. First, they considered the case where both space and maintenance constraints exist. Next they applied randomized search in the context of dynamic view selection.

In order to support the scalability when the number of views and queries become large, a new approach has been introduced in [11] using Parallel Simulated Annealing (PSA) for materialized view selection. By performing simulated annealing with multiple inputs over multiple compute nodes concurrently, PSA is able to improve the quality of obtained sets of materialized views. Moreover, PSA is able to perform view selection on MVPP having a much larger number of views, which reflects the real data warehousing environment. However, the view selection problem is solved without any bound neither on the storage space nor on the view maintenance cost.

Randomized algorithms can be applied to complex problems dealing with large or even unlimited search spaces. Thus, the use of randomized algorithms can be considered in solving large combinatorial problems such as the view selection problem. However, the quality of the solution depends on the set-up of the algorithm as well as the extremely difficult fine-tuning of algorithm that must be performed during many test runs.

4.3 Hybrid Algorithms Based Methods

Hybrid algorithms combine the strategies of deterministic and randomized algorithms in their search in order to provide better performance in terms of solution quality. Solutions obtained by deterministic algorithms are used as initial configuration for simulated annealing algorithms or as initial population for genetic algorithms.

A hybrid approach has been applied in [56] which combines heuristic algorithms i.e., greedy algorithms and genetic algorithms to solve three related problems. The first one is to optimize queries. The second one is to choose the best global processing plan from multiple processing plans for each query. The third problem is to select materialized views from a given global processing plan. Their experimental results confirmed that hybrid algorithms provide better performance than either genetic algorithms or heuristic algorithms i.e., greedy algorithms used alone in terms of solution quality. However, their algorithms are more time consuming and may be impractical due to their excessive computation time.

4.4 Constraint Programming Based Methods

Constraint programming is a descendant of declarative programming. This programming technique has been exploited in many applications for solving combinatorial problems [49]. The success of using constraint programming for combinatorial optimization is due to its combination of high level modeling, constraint propagation and facilities to control the search behavior.

A constraint programming based approach has been presented in [35] to address the view selection problem. More specifically, the view selection problem has been modeled as a constraint satisfaction problem. Its resolution has been supported automatically by constraint solver embedded in the constraint programming language. The authors proved experimentally that a constraint programming based approach provides better performances compared with a randomized method i.e., genetic algorithm in term of cost savings. The view selection has been studied under the case where (i) only the maintenance cost constraint is considered and (ii) both

\footnote{The solution quality represents the quality of the set of materialized views found by the algorithm. For example, the solution quality may be measured in term of cost savings.}
maintenance cost and space constraints exist. They have also shown that their approach is scalable.

5. CONCLUSION

This study provides a critical survey of different approaches in which the view selection has been studied in relational databases and data warehouses as well as in a distributed setting. We have defined formally the view selection problem and identified the main view selection dimensions along with view selection methods have been classified. Based on the classification, we have discussed most of view selection methods.

Analysis of state of the art of view selection has shown that there is very few work on view selection in distributed databases and data warehouses [3, 8, 53] and no effective solution for peer to peer systems. Indeed, [16] seems to be the only paper which deals with the view selection problem in peer to peer environment. In fact, it is provided a full definition of the problem but without providing any algorithm or detail on how to select an effective set of views to materialize and place them at appropriate peers. Thus, one of challenging directions of future work aims at addressing the view selection problem in a distributed setting. More recently, materialized view selection has been explored in semantic web databases [7, 15] in order to facilitate efficient processing of RDF queries and updates. However, they consider a static workload which contradicts the dynamic nature of the web. Indeed, any change to the workload should be reflected to the view selection as well. This issue will be the future aspect while studying the view selection in semantic web databases.
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